level of sole shear stresses has also been associated with foot ulcer formations. 9, 10 In-shoe shear stress measurements remain a challenge for researchers and industries. The difficulties in measuring shear stress come from the sensitivity of the sensors to the environmental factors of higher temperature and moisture in the footwear. 11 Element cross-talk, calibration difficulties, and handling of the attached wires also add to the problems. 12 Even with the best measurement method, the data on shear stress are mostly localized to the areas of sensor placement under the foot. To overcome these challenges an alternative method was implemented by Wrobel et al in 2014. 13 They argued that shear stress on the sole will result in a hike in plantar temperature. They showed that the use of a shear reduction insole significantly slows the increase in temperature compared to standard control insoles. In addition, the continuous map of temperature from an infrared camera allowed them to identify the distribution of shear stress throughout the sole. 13 The purpose of this study is to assess the effect of optimal shoelace tightening on temperature rise (thermal stress response) on the sole during walking. This will allow us to discuss the consequence of nonoptimized shoe fitting on the confounding factors of shear stress and lack of blood flow in DFU. In particular, we will compare a recently developed optimal lace tightening technology (reel clutch) to normal, tight and loose fitting shoes with traditional laces.
Methods

Participants
This study required a significant amount of walking with different shoe closures; thus to minimize risk of foot injury, only healthy and young subjects (age < 30) were recruited.
The subjects were excluded if they had any foot pain, major foot deformity, or any condition that may impact their gait and balance. The study was approved by the University of Arizona Institutional Review Board. Written informed consent, according to the principles expressed in the Declaration of Helsinki, 14 were obtained from all subjects before participation.
Experimental Trials
Each subject was asked to walk in three foot closure conditions. To explore whether shoe closure would impact thermal stress response, a thermal image was taken before and immediately after each walking test. Thermal imaging was conducted with a Fluke® Ti25 thermal imager (Fluke Corporation, Everett, WA, USA). There was a 5-minute acclimatization period without weight-bearing, shoes, or socks prior to baseline thermal imaging for each trial and standardized walking stress test. 15 In random sequence, each shoe closure condition was tested for gait during habitual speed. 16 Baseline thermal imaging was done right after acclimatization and before the start of each trial. Thermal images of the barefoot soles were also taken immediately after 200 steps of walking in each trial ( Figure 1A ).
Shoe Closure Conditions
To have a fair comparison between different shoe closure conditions, one side was considered as a reference and the contralateral side was used as a tested shoe closure condition. In all of the walking trials the left foot (the reference shoe closure) had a well-fitting regular lace shoe (henceforth referred to as the reference shoe closure). The lace tightening was selfadjusted by subjects and claimed to be their habitual closuring tightening method. The right foot had either loose lace, tight lace or preset optimal closure using reel clutch technology (BOA Technology Inc, Denver, CO, USA; Figure 1B ) fittings in the trials that henceforth will be referred to as loose, tight and optimal closures respectively. The closure conditions were evaluated using the method of heel fit. 17 The loose, reference and tight conditions corresponded to very loose, loose, and fit conditions respectively as was described by Tanigawa et al. 17 
Data Analysis
A custom image processing toolbox ( Figure 2 ) designed and validated in our previous study 15 was used to automatically isolate each foot from the thermal image using an edge detection algorithm. The toolbox also afforded manual enhancement and noise removal prior to the analysis and allows separation between right and left foot thermal images. Each processed thermal image was manually inspected and if needed further image enhancement was applied. We estimated the 5th, 50th, and 95th temperature percentiles from the extracted thermal images of the right and left foot as recommended by Najafi et al study. 15 For the purpose of this study, only the 95th percentile value representing a hot spot was reported. Thermal stress response was defined as changes in 95th percentile value post walking trial compared to baseline. The thermal stress response was calculated for each side and each shoe closure condition.
Results are expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD). Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare between feet (ie, right and left) plantar thermal values as baseline. If no significant difference between two sides at baseline was observed (indicating sufficient acclimatization), betweenfoot thermal stress response difference was assessed using analysis of variance (ANOVA) after adjustment for age, body mass index (BMI), and gender.
The ANOVA was performed to study the effect of age, trial group, BMI, and gender on the temperature change between the soles after 200 steps. Post hoc Tukey's test was performed for the factors that show a significant effect on the response variable.
All analyses were performed using JMP (version 11; SAS Institute Inc), with a significance level of P < .05. In case of difference in baseline temperatures, the difference in temperature change from the baseline on each foot was calculated as the study response.
Results
Fifteen subjects (age: 21.2 ± 1.1 years, BMI: 24.4 ± 4.5 kg/ m^2, 60% male) participated in the study. No between feet temperature differences were observed after each acclimatization phase and prior each walking test condition (P > .050), indicating sufficient acclimatization duration prior initiating the next trial. Figure 3 shows a sample of thermal images of the plantar regions of both feet (right: closure condition; left: reference) for each closure condition after respective 200 steps trial . On average, TSR was significantly higher for the loose closure (70.24%, P = .000) and tight closure (66.85%, P = .007) conditions and lower (−206.53%, P = .000) in the optimal closure condition ( Figure 4 ) when compared to the reference side (left foot with self-adjusted shoe closure). No statistically significant difference in TSR was observed between the loose closure and the tight closure conditions (P = .971). Table 1 summarizes the results of multivariate regression model including TSR as dependent variable and the closure condition, age, BMI, and gender as independent variables. The effects results show that TSR depends only on the closure condition and how the shoelaces are tightened (P = .000). The post hoc Tukey's test on the closure conditions (Table 2) shows that there is no difference between the mean intersole changes in TSR for the loose closure and the tight closure conditions (P = .981); however mean intersole changes in TSR for the optimal closure were different from both of the loose and the tight conditions (P = .000).
Discussion
The effect of footwear closure condition on foot sole temperature changes in response to walking (thermal stress response) was studied. The change in magnitude of sole TSR was assumed to be in response to increased shear stress on the sole and/or a decrease of blood flow to cool the sole down. 13 Results suggest that shoe closures could magnify TSR, thus they may increase risk of plantar ulcers in people at risk like those with DPN and loss of protective sensation. In this study, we examined TSR after 200 waking steps. However, given the fact that daily average of walking steps is estimated to be 7000-8000 steps for humans with unbroken walking bout also reaching up to 1000 steps in some individuals with DPN, 18, 19 the impact of shoe closure condition on TSR could be even more pronounced and potential harmful to lower extremity health. The negative impact of TSR increase could be dramatic in people with DPN and loss of protective sensation who are prone to development and redevelopment of DFUs. [6] [7] [8] 20, 21 Considering that TSR was tested between right and left feet, which were exposed to identical walking condition and the same number of steps with no plantar TSR difference at baseline and after each acclimatization, it could be assumed that TSR difference observed between two feet is only in response to shoe closure condition. To ensure that foot health condition will not impact the results, in this proof of concept study, only healthy young subjects with no foot problem were recruited which confirms that observed difference in TSR between two feet is not affected by foot health condition. However, it may be possible that subjects walked slightly different in each of the shoe closure conditions, but this should not bias the results of this study, since TSR was compared between right (the test closure condition) and left (the reference closure condition), which were exposed to the same walking parameters. However, the comparison between loose closure and tight closure conditions could be biased by potential changes in spatiotemporal parameters of gait, but the bias is assumed to be negligible as demonstrated previously, 13 where in-shoe changes in shear stress didn't significantly impact spatiotemporal parameters of gait.
TSR values for the reference closure shoe (left side) were almost identically similar for all three walking trials, suggesting a high test-rest reliability for TSR measurements. The average increase in the reference closure sole temperatures (0.56 ± 0.40°C), in response to 200 walking steps, was also similar to the reported values in the previous study, in which people with DPN were studied 13 (approximated 0.73 ± 0.27°C). Thus, we anticipate to observe similar TSR in people with DPN in response to shoe closure condition. However, this should be validated in the context of another study. In addition, future study is warrant to explore whether optimizing shoe closure, using a preset optimal shoe closure technology similar to reel clutch, could be effective in reducing the risk of plantar ulcers in people with DPN and loss of protective sensation.
An interesting observation in this study was revealing that self-adjusted lace tightness based on subject's perception of optimal shoe closure may not necessary be optimal. In other words, when TSR was compared between a preset closure technology (BOA reel clutch) and a self-set closure, the TSR was significantly lower in the preset closure. Another study should be addressed to examine whether using a preset closure technology could be effective in reducing the risk of plantar ulcers in people with DPN.
Our study suggests that both loose closure and tight closure have similar effect on increasing TSR .This finding suggests that the thermal stress response, as measured by the post-trial temperature change of the sole in response to walking, is a quadratic space (Figure 5 ), where there is minima range in the thermal stress response, that allows for a heathy skin perfusion and preventing extensive sliding of the sole against the surface of the shoe. The extent of this optimal range (threshold for healthy/unhealthy thermal stress response; see Figure 5 ) can be measured in terms of cut-off torque of the reel clutch mechanism of the BOA closure technology. This goal requires future experimental studies. The closure condition is the only parameter that is affecting the response (P < .0001). * symbole indicates that statistical significant level has been reached. The optimize BOA technology shoes demonstrate a different mean in intersole temperature change compared to the loose and tight trials (P < .0001).
The tight and loose trials had no difference in mean intersole temperature change. * symbole indicates that statistical significant level has been reached.
Figure 5.
Quadratic space for distribution of thermal stress on the soles. The thermal stress response is high for the loose closure and the tight closure conditions. It was however low for the optimal closure. The red dashed line represents a conceptual threshold for the thermal stress response that should be determined to allow a guideline for production of new technologies addressing the optimal shoelace (preset closure) tightness.
We didn't control the ambient temperature during trials. However, we believe this has minimal impact on our comparative results. All comparisons were pairwise and in comparison with the contralateral side (the reference foot). The test condition for both feet were identical except for the shoe lace tight condition, which were remained constant for the left foot (the reference foot) and changed for the right foot (the tested foot) condition. Since all tests were done in an air-conditioned facility and all tests were done in less than an hour duration, we believe the ambient temperature were not changed inter trials. Furthermore, since we estimated thermal stress response (change in plantar temperature post walking) after 5-minute acclimatization, we believe the ambient temperature will have minimum impact on our results.
On the same note, we didn't measure core body temperature. However, baseline plantar temperature for each foot was measured using thermal camera, to ensure that plantar temperature before initiating walking trial is identical between two feet. Our results confirmed that before initiating each walking trail, there is no significant difference between feet plantar temperature. Thus we concluded that TSR difference observed between feet is due to shoelace tightening condition.
For testing loose and tight shoelace conditions, the footwear between the right and left foot were identical. Thus, the observed TSR difference between feet, is independent of shoe type. However, the type of footwear may amplify or reduce TSR difference between feet in response to shoelace tightening. This study is under power to examine the impact of footwear. Thus another study should be addressed to explore whether type of footwear is important on TSR irrespective of shoe lace tightening. In addition, when we compared a preset optimal shoelace closure (BOA technology), the footwear in the reference foot was not identical to the test foot. This may describe in part the difference observed in between feet TSR values. Another study with identical footwear condition should be addressed to confirm whether the magnitude of improvement observed in this study is uniquely due to optimization of shoelace closure or combination of shoelace and footwear design.
This study has few limitations. The sample size is convenient and the study should be considered as an exploratory proof of concept study. In addition, to minimize the risk and control the major confounders (eg, foot problems, poor skin perfusion, limb discrepancy, etc), only healthy and young subjects with no foot pathology were recruited. As discussed above, since the thermal stress response values in the reference foot were similar to the values observed in people with DPN, we may conclude that results would be generalizable to those, who are at risk of plantar ulcers as well. The fact that results were independent of age, BMI, and gender, may also conclude that similar interaction between TSR and shoe tightness may be observed in older adults irrespective of age, gender and BMI, but this needs to be confirmed in another study.
In conclusion, this pilot study reveals that shoelace tightening could play an important role in reducing or increasing risk factors associated with foot sole health. In addition, this study suggests that thermal stress response could be in further enhanced by using a preset closure technology compared to self-adjusted tightness, thus reducing the risk of plantar ulcers in those with DPN and loss of protective sensation.
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